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YOUR SAY ON CHILD RIGHTS
UN COMMITTEE INVITES GROUPS TO HAVE THEIR SAY ON CHILDREN’S RIGHTS IN DIGITAL MEDIA
The Committee on
the Rights of the
Child is currently
drafting a general
comment on
children’s rights in
relation to the digital
environment, and is
inviting all interested
stakeholders to
comment on the
draft.
The deadline for
submissions is 15
November 2020.
After due
consideration of
inputs provided,
the Committee
will decide on the
contents of the final
version of the general
comment.
UK group 5Rights
says: “Over the last

12 months, 5Rights
Foundation has
supported the UN
Committee … through
the drafting process.
Our steering group,
led by Professor Sonia
Livingstone has worked
with experts from all
around the world,
held workshops and
supported a young
people’s consultation,
led by Professor

Amanda Third, with over
700 young people from 26
countries”.
In addition in the
UK, the Information
Commissioner has
now issued the Age
Appropriate Design Code.
The Code is the first of
its kind anywhere in the
world: a statutory code
of practice setting out
the specific protections

that young people require
for their data, and forcing
companies to provide
a much higher level of
privacy protection by
default.
Due to come into force
on September 2, the Code
requires that companies
which provide digital
services to young people
have a set of clear statutory
rules which must be
followed whenever they
collect or process young
people’s data.
Read the UN’s invitation
for comment here.
See the statement from the
5Rights Foundation here.

National eSmart week in schools

AANA and Ad Standards merged

Crack down on ads in kids content

National eSmart Week (Sept 6-12) is a
week where schools and public libraries
come together to promote the smart,
safe and responsible use of digital
technology.
Last year saw more than 1,000
organisations taking part, helping to
creating awareness, solutions and ideas
for community education on issues of
cyber safety, bullying and wellbeing
online and offline.

In a move to “reduce unnecessary cost
and complexity in the self-regulatory
system”, the Australian Association
of National Advertisers (AANA) has
merged its board with the complaints
body, Ad Standards. AANA appointed
Richard Bean, who is currently chair of
the Australian Communications and
Media Authority, to take on the role
of interim independent director for
complaints handling.

In the UK, advertisers placing agerestricted ads online are required, under
the Advertising Code, to target their
ads away from child audiences. In the
first phase of a year-long project, the
Advertising Standards Authority (ASA)
undertook a CCTV-style watch, and
prioritised identifying and tackling
online ads for gambling, alcohol,
e-cigarettes and tobacco.

Read more here

Read more here

Read more here
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ACCM notes the merger
of the AANA and the
Ad Standards Board
which aims to ”reduce
unnecessary cost and
complexity in the self-regulatory system”.
ACCM hopes that a further aim might
be to support Ad Standards in “ensuring
that advertising content meets community
standards”.
Ads Standards (ASB) has a Community
Panel set up to consider complaints from the
public, about advertising in any medium,
in light of all of the Codes and Initiatives
administered by the ASB. It meets twice a
month to consider complaints and reaches
its decision by simple majority .... The Chair
is rotated among members on a monthly
basis.
Ad Standards says “If a complaint is
upheld, the advertiser is requested
to remove or amend the offending
advertisement as soon as possible after
receiving a copy of the draft case report
….The effect of a Community Panel
determination to uphold a complaint
against an advertisement is that [it] cannot
be re-broadcast or re-published in the same
format or medium …. Regardless of an
advertiser’s reaction to a Community Panel
determination, in the vast majority of cases
where Code breaches are found, advertisers
quickly ensure that their advertisement is
removed or modified.” See here
That might well be the case, but the
real question is whether the Codes and
Initiatives being applied by the Panel really
reflect community standards. Looking at
the last 5.5 years of the ASB’s Top 10 Most
Complained about ads between 2016 and
mid 2020, you’d have to wonder about
that. The numbers of such ads where the
complaints were dismissed average 7.3 out
of 10. So, large numbers of complaints were

Does advertising content
meet community standards?
received but application of the
Codes resulted in them being
dismissed.
One of the issues might
be the extent to which the
public is aware and get to
contribute when the AANA is
reviewing its several Codes of
Practice, and also how those
processes are run. They certainly lack the
transparency of say, those of the Australian
Communications and Media Authority.
Perhaps Richard Bean will introduce some
rigour into the system.
Note: to complain to the ASB, about an ad
use this online complaints form
Some of the most complained ad include:
0116/18 – Sportsbet – TV – Free-to-air
Upheld
Number of complaints: 793
0036/15– Ashley Madison – Avid Life – TV –
Free-to-air
Upheld
Number of complaints: 781
0262/19 - Asaleo Care – Libra – TV – Free to
Air
Dismissed
Number of complaints: 738
0113/18 – iSelect – TV – Free-to-air
Upheld
Number of complaints: 716
0042/17 – Ultra Tune Australia – TV – Freeto-air
Dismissed
Number of complaints: 421
0024/16 – Ultra Tune Australia – TV – Freeto-air
Dismissed
Number of complaints: 419

Documentary about impacts of social media on society comes to Netflix Sep 9
ACCM’s website is
designed by

Click to donate

The Social Dilemma,
a documentary
about the impacts
of social media
on society, is
coming to Netflix
on September 9.
You can watch the
trailer here.
One of the featured
speakers is Tristan
small screen

Harris of the
Centre for Humane
Technology.
His presentation
“Your undivided
attention:
responsible
technology” can be
found here.
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ADVERTISING

the educational role of Australian
children’s television during the
COVID-19 pandemic and beyond
MEDIA INTERNATIONAL AUSTRALIA
AUG 2020

Zarouali, B; de Pauw, P; Ponnet, K;
Walrave, M; Poels, K; Cauberghe, V;
Hudders, L
Considering children’s advertising
literacy from a methodological point
of view: past practices and future
recommendations
JOURNAL OF CURRENT ISSUES AND
RESEARCH IN ADVERTISING 2019 VL
40 (2) 196-213
Zeiss, J; Walker, D; Carlson, L
Reassessing the influence of parents
and advertising on children’s BMI
JOURNAL OF CURRENT ISSUES AND
RESEARCH IN ADVERTISING 2019 VL
40 (3) 275-290
Spielvogel, I; Naderer, B; Matthes, J
Disclosing product placement in
audiovisual media services: a practical
and scientific perspective on the
implementation of disclosures across
the European Union
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF
ADVERTISING JUN 2020
Das, A; Agarwala, P; Kar, S; Kundu, GK
Influence of food pouching habit
during television and multimedia
device viewing on dental caries: A
cross-sectional study
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF
HEALTH AND ALLIED SCIENCES
JUL-SEP 202 VL 9 (3) 258-261
Castello-Martinez, A; Tur-Vines, V
Obesity and food-related content
aimed at children on YouTube
CLINICAL OBESITY JUL 2020

AGGRESSION
van der Wal, A; Fikkers, KM;
Valkenburg, PM
What’s in it for them? Teens’
differential preferences for types and
contexts of televised aggression
COMMUNICATION RESEARCH DEC
2020 VL 47 (8) 1206-1227
Keikha, M; Qorbani, M; Tabaee, MSK;
Djalalinia, S; Kelishadi, R
Screen time activities and aggressive
behaviors among children and
adolescents: A systematic review
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF
PREVENTIVE MEDICINE MAY 2020
VL 11 (1)
Charmaraman, L; Richer, AM; Moreno,
MA
Social and behavioral health factors
associated with violent and mature
gaming in early adolescence
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH AND
PUBLIC HEALTH JUL 2020 VL 17 (14)

AUSTRALIAN CONTENT
Balanzategui, J; Burke, L; McIntyre, J
‘What would Bandit do?’: reaffirming

Potter, A
Globalising the local in children’s
television for the post-network era: How
Disney plus and BBC Studios helped
Bluey the Australian cattle dog jump the
national fence
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF
CULTURAL STUDIES JUL 2020
SCREEN USE
Debeljuh, A; Ruzic-Baf, M; Rajovic, R
Education and media usage - analysis
among children 9 and 10 years old
13TH INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY,
EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT
CONFERENCE MAR 11-13, 2019 Valencia,
SPAIN Proceedings 2019 1405-1414
Drouin, M; McDaniel, BT; Pater, J; Toscos, T
How parents and their children used
social media and technology at the
beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic and
associations with anxiety
CYBERPSYCHOLOGY BEHAVIOR AND
SOCIAL NETWORKING JUL 2020
Twenge, JM; Farley, E
Not all screen time is created equal:
associations with mental health vary by
activity and gender
SOCIAL PSYCHIATRY AND
PSYCHIATRIC EPIDEMIOLOGY AUG
2020
Madigan, S; McArthur, BA; Anhorn, C;
Eirich, R; Christakis, DA
Associations between screen use and
child language skills: a systematic review
and meta-analysis
JAMA PEDIATRICS JUL 2020 VL 174 (7)
665-675
Bazalgette, C
Even a two-year-old can do it! The early
stages of learning to understand movingimage media
SIGN SYSTEMS STUDIES 2020 VL 48 (1)
56-78

PARENTAL MEDIATION
Gong, LR; Rodda, SN
An exploratory study of individual and
parental techniques for limiting loot box
consumption
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF
MENTAL HEALTH AND ADDICTION
JUL 2020
Owenz, MB; Fowers, BJ
A goal-theoretic framework for parental
screen-time monitoring behavior
JOURNAL OF FAMILY THEORY &
REVIEW AUG 2020
Milkovich, LM; Sherman, A; Gillette,
Problematic child mealtime behavior and
caregiver mobile phone use
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PRIVACY
Fitton, D; Read, JC
Creating a framework to support the critical
consideration of dark design aspects in
free-to-play apps
PROC. OF ACM INTERACTION DESIGN
AND CHILDREN JUN 12-15, 2019 Boise, ID
2019 407-418
Lin, PC; Yankson, B; Lu, ZH; Hung, PCK
Children privacy identification system in
LINE Chatbot for smart toys
2019 IEEE 12TH INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON CLOUD COMPUTING
(IEEE CLOUD 2019) JUL 08-13, 2019 Milan,
ITALY 2019 86-90
GAMBLING
Gomez, P; Feijoo, S; Brana, T; Varela, J; Rial,
A
Minors and online gambling: prevalence
and related variables
JOURNAL OF GAMBLING STUDIES SEP
2020 VL 36 (3) 735-745
CYBERSAFETY
Hernandez-Martin, A; Martin-del-Pozo, M;
Iglesias-Rodriguez, A
Pre-adolescents’ digital competences
in the area of safety. Does frequency of
social media use mean safer and more
knowledgeable digital usage?
EDUCATION AND INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGIES AUG 2020
Pennell, D; Campbell, M; Tangen, D
What influences Australian secondary
schools in their efforts to prevent and
intervene in cyberbullying?
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AUG 2020
SLEEP
Tsouklidis, N; Tallaj, N; Tallaj, Y; Heindl, SE
Lights out! The body needs sleep: electronic
devices and sleep deficiency
CUREUS JUL 20 2020 VL 12 (7)
Kim, SY; Han, S; Park, EJ; Yoo, HJ; Park, D;
Suh, S; Shin, YM
The relationship between smartphone
overuse and sleep in younger children: a
prospective cohort study
JOURNAL OF CLINICAL SLEEP MEDICINE
JUL 15 2020 VL 16 (7) 1133-1139
Messaadi, N; Bayen, S; Beghin, L; Lefebvre,
JM; Colleau, S; Deken, V; Cottencin, O;
Quersin, F ; Descamps, A; Vanhelst, J
Association between screen time and sleep
habits in 11-to-12-year-old French middle
school students
REVUE D EPIDEMIOLOGIE ET DE SANTE
PUBLIQUE JUN 2020 VL 68 (3) 179-184
Venkatapoorna, CMK; Ayine, P; Selvaraju, V;
Parra, EP; Koenigs, T; Babu, JR; Geetha, T
The relationship between obesity and sleep
timing behavior, television exposure, and
dinnertime among elementary school-age
children
JOURNAL OF CLINICAL SLEEP MEDICINE
JAN 15 2020 VL 16 (1) 129-136

world news
UNITED STATES

Zealand.

Common Sense Media Hires Sony
Alum Eric Berger as CEO of New
For-Profit Entertainment Arm

For www.parenting.digital, Dr Geoff Lealand
talks about the challenges of doing research
during the COVID-19 lockdown and how
children’s media played an important role for
children living through a global crisis.

For more than 17 years, Common Sense Media
has provided advice to parents trying to figure
out whether movies, TV shows, digital media
and apps are age-appropriate for their kids.
Now the not-for-profit organization plans
to make money from its own original media
targeted at children: it’s launching Common
Sense Networks, its first for-profit venture,
and has tapped former Sony Pictures
Television exec and Crackle GM Eric Berger to
run the newly formed L.A.-based startup.

UNITED STATES

Why Minecraft and Roblox are on
the fall syllabus
Teachers are using Minecraft and Roblox to
sneak educational content into gameplay.
Read more here
UNITED STATES

Majority of parents say their kids’
screentime has skyrocketed during
the Covid-19 pandemic, new study
reveals

Toddlers who use touchscreens
show attention differences
The principal researcher commented “We
are currently unable to conclude that the
touchscreen use caused the differences in
attention as it may also be that children
who are generally more attracted to bright,
colourful features seek out touchscreen
devices more than those who are not.”
Read more here

Read more here

What babies, infants, and toddlers
hear on Fox/Disney BabyTV

Kids and Screens: These are
parents’ concerns during the
pandemic
As the COVID-19 pandemic continues, parents
worry that their children will become addicted
to screens, if they weren’t already.
Read more here

NEW ZEALAND

Children, the media and COVID-19:
doing research in difficult times
After a series of cautionary measures, New
Zealand went into full lock-down (Level 4) in
response to COVID-19 on March 25, 2020.

The results indicate that the sound and music
constituents used attract young viewers to the
screen but are developmentally inappropriate,
as they do not facilitate young viewers
engagement with the screen (singing and
body movement). Moreover, as linguistic
constituents are mostly nonintelligible
utterances, not only might young viewers be
hampered in recall of content, but they would
not benefit from screen exposure toward
developing more comprehensible speech and
language. This article calls for the need of
writers and producers of media screen content
to design more suitable developmentally
appropriate programs for baby-, infant-, and
toddler-viewers.
Read more here
AUSTRALIA

In the often-repeated words of Prime Minister
Jacinda Ardern, ‘We went early and we went
hard’. All forms of education retreated to
virtual spaces and for the youngest students,
learning was complemented by a new
educational TV channel on Television New

Media reporting on mental illness,
violence and crime needs to change
When reporting on issues such as mental
illness and violence, journalists’ language can
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We are starting to see technology’s effect on
child development and adult reading skills –
and the research isn’t optimistic
Read the Guardian article here

Video games affect your moral
development but only until you’re
18 – new study
Young people have probably spent much
more of their time than usual playing video
games over the last few months thanks to
the coronvirus pandemic. One report from
telecoms firm Verizon said online gaming use
went up 75% in the first week of lockdown in
the US.
Read The Conversation article here
UNITED STATES

UNITED STATES

UNITED STATES

Screen-based online learning will
change kids’ brains. Are we ready
for that?

UNITED KINGDOM

UNITED STATES

NortonLifeLock, a global leader in consumer
Cyber Safety, released findings from
‘Screens & Quarantine: Digital Parenting in
a Pandemic,’ a new study revealing how the
current pandemic has impacted children’s athome screen time, device access and parents’
concerns around Cyber Safety.

Read the Mumbrella article here
Read The Conversation article here
AUSTRALIA

Read more here

Read more here

either alleviate, or reinforce, stigma. Anna
Ross, Elizabeth Paton, and Michelle Blanchard
explain why the media needs to do a better
job.
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Screen-centred Schools: the New
Wild West: A New Paper by Dr.
Mary Redmayne
Screen-centred schools are like the new Wild
West, according to a recently published
paper about device use in schools. “This new
frontier in education” had sparse evidence
of educational benefits when it began to take
off. Since then, health and mental well-being
challenges have emerged as screen use has
increased.
Read the article here
AUSTRALIA

Whitewash on the box: how a lack
of diversity on Australian television
damages us all
Australia prides itself on being a successful
multicultural society. Yet Australian television
does not reflect the make-up of the wider
community. This in turn means many stories
of multicultural Australians remain untold.
An analysis by Deakin University, to be
launched today, shows Australian television
news and current affairs programs across
all channels are overwhelmingly curated,
framed and presented by journalists
and commentators from an Anglo-Celtic
background.
Read The Conversation article here

